DEFINITION OF TERMS

1.1 The Centre shall mean Satyendra Nath Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences with its premises located at Block-JD, Sector-III, Salt Lake, Kolkata-700098 and shall include its authorized representatives, successors and assignees.

1.2 The Contractor shall mean the individual or individuals, firm or company, whether incorporated or not, undertaking the works and shall include the legal personal representative of such individual or the persons composing such firm or company, or the successors of such firm or company and the permitted assignees of such individual, firm or company.

1.3 The Bid/Tender shall mean the proposal /offer along with the supporting documents, submitted by the bidder for consideration by the Centre.

1.4 The Bid/Tender document shall mean the documents issued by the Centre to prospective bidders, containing various terms and conditions, scope of work, any requirements etc. or generally laid and in various section spelling out the basis, procedure, modes, methods and formalities of the bidder to prepare their BIDs for submission to the Centre. The BID documents shall include the invitation to BID, instructions, proposal forms and all addenda/corrigenda/amendments issued by the Centre.

1.5 The letter of acceptance of BID shall mean an official invitation from the Centre to successful bidder to the effect that his/their BID has been accepted in accordance with the provisions contained therein.

1.6 The expression works or work shall, unless there be something either in the subject or context repugnant to construction, be constructed and taken to mean the works by or by virtue of the contract contracted to be executed whether temporary or permanent, and whether original, altered, substituted or additional.

1.7 The Contract means the documents forming the tender and acceptance thereof and the formal agreement executed between the Competent Authority of the Centre and the contractor, together with the documents referred to therein including these conditions, the specification, designs, drawings and instructions issued from time to time by the Engineer-in-charge and all these documents taken together, shall be deemed to form one contract and shall be complementary to one another.

1.8 The Month shall mean the calendar month according to the Christian calendar. Day unless herein expressly defined otherwise shall mean Christian calendar day of 24 hours.